
ESSAY ADVERTISEMENT ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Free Essay: Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of advertisements. Advertising is a communication whose
purpose is to inform.

Advertisements influence us in many ways and this is both an advantage and a disadvantage. In conclusion,
although advertisement is getting popularity but it has its own problems. They think advertisement
unnecessary. Some firms present immoral program and features and crime stories in Television and Radio for
advertising their products which have a very bad influence upon new generation. This is an important point in
advertising and a good advertiser must keep it in mind. Many resources like social media and television are
helpful for publicity. Food commercials never have malnourished people. Public discussion of advertising
tends to focus on its alleged contribution to societal problems. There are positive and negative effects of mass
media on our society. Advertisements play a significant role in todays economy. These advertisements, also
called public service announcements, help inform the people about many social issues such as blood donation
programs, immunization programs, AIDS, cancer and many more. It stimulates the people to purchase the
product. Industry says that they target the appropriate audiences and they do not encourage irresponsible
behaviour. Television programs may lose their viewers if they take too many commercial breaks. One of
benefit of advertisement is that it helps for better selling of a trade. It must also be frequently repeated,
otherwise people forget all about the goods advertised. Secondly, advertisements should be attractive. So we
should be careful while purchasing an advertised article. People do not like to waste their time on things which
do not concern them. What is interactive advertisement and what are the goals of interactive advertising? For
example someone can make more choices to buy a computer even without wondering around in markets.
Article shared by Advertising is powerful enough to give society cause for concern. This not only creates a
false impression upon the viewers about success but also encourages them to smoke. Thus it seems that
advertisement has benefited seller and buyer both. Advertising is a business and like any other business people
profit from it. It uses every major medium to deliver these messages including television, movies, newspapers,
radio, magazines, video games, the internet and billboards. But now-a-days the reverse of it is more true. So
some people think that advertisement has more negative effects on buisness.


